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SHOP AND SHOP FRONT DESIGN GUIDE - DRÀFT

1. INTRODUCTIoN

Shops and their shop fronts form an important aspect of the present-day
tovrn. The design and siting of new shop fronts and signs can markedlyaffect the visual appearänce of buildÍngs and consequently the overall
appearånce of the street.

Shops conpete rr¡ith each other to provide goods and services and so
shopkeepers need to make their whereabouts knohrn and to display theirv/ares. This all helps to create the busy atmosphere that we associater¡ith town centres.

unfortunately, sone shop oï/ners, in their eagerness to be prominent
anrongsl their nei.ghbours and conpetitors, have paid no regard to thequalities of their existing shop fronts or the design of ine rest of the
building and street. rt Ís the aim of this guide to explain the
relevance of these factors to those who order and design shop fronts.
Hopefully this work will then be done in a manner that will not adverselyeffect the appearance of the building and the overall visual quality ofthe shopping area. It is particularly important in historic jreas that
the commercial requirements åre correctly balanced with consideration and
respect for the hisloric, architectural and environmental heritage. À
standard national approach is therefore not always appropriate, éach case
needs lo be looked at individually and then treated on its m.erils.

Ài1 Listed Buildings and buiidings in Conservation Àreas are subject to
addition¿I Planning Conlrols and may reguire Listed Building conãent and
Planning Permission prior to any renoval, alteration, denolition or
change to any part of the building. Àdvertise¡¡ents may reguire the
express consent of the city council and even when they do not, the
Planning Àuthority has the power to serve a Discontinuance Notice
requlring the renoval of any sign it considers inappropriate.

To avoid unnecess¿ìry work, it is recormended that early discussions takeplace with the Planning Àuthority on any proposals.

Property owners and shop keepers are advised that in nany cases it nay be
appropriate and desirable to employ professional assistance in
fornulating their schenes. The local branch of the Royal Institute ofBritish Àrchitects (tel Leeds 4s62s0) ahd the Royal rnstitution of
chartered surveyors (tei 07r-209 rzTg) will be able to help in suggesting
firms who specialise in this work.
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2. EXISTING SITOP FRONTS

2.I TRÀDITIONÀI SHOP FRONTS. Traditionally, a shop front is composed of:

(a) a surrounding frame made up of pilasters on either side hrith a
fascia across the top between then. The pilasters are set forward
of the shop window and each has a slightly projecting base, a
central shaft which is often panelled and at the top a capital,
possibly ornately detailed and supported on scrolled brackets,
standing quite away forward of the maln part to provide the end
stop for the fascia. The fascia has a narrow nane board, Ieaning
forwards to nake the sign easier to. read, capped by a cornice above
which there needs to be an adequate visual gap to the underside of
any first floor window siIl to avoid the shop front seeming to
crowd the upper storey;

(b) the shop front itseif is ¡nade up of window, stall riser and doors.
The door with a fanlight over would often be set in a recessed
entrance, the floor of which nay have a decorated tile or mosaic
f1oor. The window, normally sub-divided by glazing bars, is set, on
a stall riser ¡¡hich raises up the display and provides a ¡nore
durable surface at low level -

In this way the pilasters delineate each shop front and provide
punctuåtion in the street scene as well as giving vertical enphasis when
viewed along the street. Similarly, the recessed entrances add interest
and increase the display area as well as providing shelter for people
looking at the display.

VhiIst older buildings may be basically sound they can requÍre extensive
Ímproveroents and repairs to bring them back into good order. Vhen
improvements are carried out, it is inportant that they should be done in
a nanner that is in keeping with the original style of the building and
the area. It is always best to carry out repairs and atterations to the
outside using traditional materials to ¡natch those already there, rather
than cheaper less durable substitutes.

Vhere the building has an existing shop front uhich is original or a
genuine period piece then it would be considered inappropriate to remove
it and conaence designing the replacenent as å conpletely new shop front.
The shop front desÍgn should incorporate the original, except for
correcting past nistakes. This does not nean that the existing cannot be
changed, but nodification should be kept to the nini¡rum and should be in
the same style as the orÍginal. Often in these circumstances the
existíng shop front is not in such a bad condition that it must be
totally replaced; partial replacenent and repair nay be aII that is
neceSsary.

0n sone buildings, whllst original features still exist, they have been
concealed by nore recent additions. Therefore, wherever possible, these
feaiures should be revealed and, where necessary, repaired.

I{ODERN SEOP FRONTS. Vhere the shop front is not traditional in forn, and
is not of architectural merit in itself or as pårt of the totai building
frontage, there is greater freedon to replace what is there and at the
same time produce proposals which i¡i11 enhance the building. In these
cases the shop front will treated as new and looked at in that liqht.
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FASCIÀ PANEL

noulded capping over narrot^r
sign board which is angled
downwards. Lettering kept
simple.

SHOP \+IINDOV
area of glazing in
proportion to shop
front and the
bui lding u¡i thin
which it is set.
Scale reduced by
subdivi.ding windows
with transones and
mul Ì ions.

RECESSED ENTRÀNCE
with glazed panelled
door having fanlÍght
over. Often the
entrance is set
centrally within shop
front.

VISUÀL GÀP

between top of fascia and
underside of ciII to
provide visual division
between shop front and
upper storeys.

STÀLLRISER
forni.ng an important
feature in the design
of the shop front.

PILÀSTERS
important in franing the
shop front and should
extend above top of
fascia. The pilasters are
made up of three parts', at
the top is the capital
which should be set in
front of the fascia panel.
Below this is the shaft
which should be proud of
the window but set back
fron the capital. Àt the
bottom is the base which
again slÍghtly projects.
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Fiq.I Traditional shop front.



3 NEV SHOPS AND SHOP FRONTS

Most importantly, Iook carefully at the t¡¡hoIe building into which the
shop front Ís to be inserted, together with the adjoining properties or
for a new shop front, the surrounding buildings. Only then c¿n the shop
or shop front be designed in keeping with the character, scale and
proportion of the original(s). À1so don't forget to consider security
r.¡hen designing the shop front, security should not be treated as an
afterthought.

Vhere the building has a distinctive feature running the full height of
the buiiding, it would usually be inappropriate to cut out the base to
make way for a larger shop front.
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Fig.2 The shop front is part of the total building
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Fiq.3

Fiq.4

New shop fronts should be designed to
respect the existing building and its
distinctive features. It is
inappropriate to use a standard shop
front which cuts through these as
illustrated in the exainple to the right.

Shop fronts
and signs can
be inserted
between the
features of
the building,
so keeping the
bui lding's
integr i ty.
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J.¡ SCÀLE. Vhen a nehr large shop is to be built in an area which is composed

only of small shops then it r¡ould be appropriate for the new large shop
to be built to the same "scale" as that of the adjoining properties, ie,
visually broken dor¿n into smaller parts of a sisrilar sÍze to the
adjoining shops, keeping the vertical emphasis of the smaller properties.
ÀIso it is important that the storey height of any neç¡ developnent
broadly malches that of the adjolning buildings ie does not differ by
more than one storey.
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Fig.5 In areas of small shops, neI^¡ large units should be broken down to the
snaller scale of the adjoining properties.
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Fig. 6

Using several small
windows for srngie shop
in a terrace reduces the
scale to be nore in
keeping with the building
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FASCIA PANET

capping over narrow
fascia with simpie
lettering.

STÀLLRISER
Low brick waII ¡¿ith
splayed brick on
edge ci11.

VISUAL GAP

between top of fascia
and underside of ciLi to
provide visual separation
between shop front and
upper storeys.

PILASTER
set forward to frame
shop front and fascia,
all in brick, with capltal
proud of shaft with its
splayed corners over a
plain brick base.

SHOP FRONT
wi th recessed
enl rånc e

Fig.7 À modern approach refecting character,
scale and proportions of traditional.

Fig. L: New shop f ront
picking up rhythm
of building above
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Vhere the buj.lding is nade up of several snaller, formerly separate,
buildings then the shop front design shouid reflect this. À deep
horizonlal fascia board across aIl t,he units, with the shop display
windows below completely isolated from and out of proportion to the
original building, is not appropriate.

Shops are used by people and so new buildings should be designed on the
human "sca1e" at least along shopping street,s. This does not preclude
large buildings. It is just that their "scale'should be broken down and
appropriate detai 1 ing used.

3.2 DISPLÀV VINDOVS . Bui ì.dings in shopping street,s should present, ån
appearance of activity and interest to the street which shops normally
achieve with display windows. This interest should continue even during
times when the shop is closed and therefore security needs to be designed
accordingly.

i1

Fi.E.9 It is inappropriate to apply a single shop front to separate buildings
even when in one ownership. Keep the forn of the individual shop
fronls with separate signs.
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Fig.10 New shop fronts on older buildings should be kept in sympathy with the
rest of lhe elevation as shown in the lower illustration.
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3.3

3.4

OLDER BUILDINGS. Às a general guide new shop fronts on older buildings
should be kept in sympathy with the rest of the elevation and
incorporate, where possibie, any ground storey detalls of interest,
including keeping the brickwork alongside the main shop windows and
retaining any stall riser. Large modern plate-gIass shop fronts wilhout
any visual support for the upper part of the prenises can be structurally
deceiving and so visually upsetting. For old buildings, highly glazed
tiles and garish modern naterÍaIs should normally be avoided. This does
not preclude a modern interpretation of the traditional shop front
provided it picks up the salient features appropriate to the building and
the area. If. using aluminium to do this it should invariably be coloured
rather than left natural.

l{ÀtLS ÀND ÀRCADES. Many of the arcades within the City Centre are listed
and inake a significant contribution to the hÍstoric fabric of Leeds.
Recent moves to restore such areas are to be encouraged. In general
terlls the sème approach shouid be taken as elsewhere but particular
åttention should be paid to the specific charàcter of the arcade or malI
to maintain its overall cohesiveness.

Because vehicular access is not nornally required it will usually be
possible to prevent vehicular access aitogether by the use of bollards at
Lhe entrances. The design of these bollards should be appropriate to the
arcade ':r maI L they protect. Concrete bol, lards w-ould NOT be appropriate
for the tradiLional Leeds arcades.



4. SIGNS

The design and location of signs and advertÍsements can greatly affect
the appearance of a shop and the character of a building. rf not given
careful though, signs and advertisenenls can create a great deal of
visual ness. Cluttered, unreLated, oversize or brightly lit signs
detract fro¡n the shop front, building and street. VeII designed and
suitably Iocated signs can be very at,tractivd and add to the lÍveliness
and interest of lhe street. One sign - with a clearly stated nessage -
is ¡nore effective than a number of different and conflicting sÍgns.
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Fig.Il Uncontrolled signing leads to conflict and confusion.

Vhilst it Ís understandable that retailers should wish their premises to
be clearly identifiable, one of the nost destructive influences on shop
front design is the widespread coumercial practice of adopting aocorporate inage".

standardised store lettering and logos in set sizes inay not always be
appropriate as corporate styles may clash with the architecture of a
particular building or the character of the årea. National and regional
companies should therefore be prepared to adapt their corporate "house
style" and colours if these are inappropriate to a particular building or
area.
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FÀscrÀ srcNs. it is all too common, especially on oider buildings, for
signs lo be installed on deep fascias wiLh garÍsh, large unsympathetic
lettering, having a strong horizonlal emphasis out of keepinE with the
traditiorral verticality of oid buiidings - this is not acceptable. The
signs should be part of the architectural detail of the building and
should be harmoniously related to its character, and also to that of the
street as a r.¡hole. the lettering should be in proportion to the scale of
the fascia board and traditionaliy would have been painted directly on
i.t.
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f iq.12 Signs need to be in scale r¡¡ith the
they are attached.

bullding and shop f ront to r+hich

signs should be kept simple, in proportion io the building, and avoid
excessive advertising. The three-dimensional effect of any sign needs
considering - the face of the sign should coincide with that of the
fascia panel itself, ie, a box sign should not be stuck on to the front
of the panei but be set back.
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VhiIst it is possible to use nel¡i materials, as well as the more
traditional ones, with success in conservation Àreas, fascia boards
should avoid the use of garish or reflective materials and lurid colours
cir lettering. Consequently, the use of perspex and other forms of
acrylic sheet wil.I be discouraged on traditional buildings.

Letters in bronze, brass or wood applied directly to the wal1, can add
dignity and may be more appropriate for ¡nore prestigious buildings.

M
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Fig.I3 Individually mounted letters are often best for the more prestigious
bui ldings .

PROJECTING SIGNS. Projectlng signs are often most successful when
arranged as painted hanging signs or designs, provided that they are
timited in number (normally one per shop) so that they do not visually
conflict r¿ith each other. Again, these signs need careful consideration
of both their design, size and location so that they relate properly to
the building's facade and the adjoining frontages. vhilst as a general
guide they should relate to the doorway and be rvithin the shop front
fascia area, NOT at first floor level or above, EÀCH CASE \.IILL BE

CO}¡SIDERED ON ITS MERITS.

Internally illu.urinated projecting box signs will not nornaliy be
peruritted on Listed Buildings, in Conservation Àreas or with traditional
shop fronts. Instead of the ubiquitous box sign, carefuliy designed
hanging or projecting signs of painted wood or ironwork will be
encouraged in order to add originality and interest to the shop front and
the street.



4.3

Fig. I4

4.4

ILLUMINÀTION 0F SIGNS. Apart fron Iimited illumination of lettering most
signs if illuminated will require the consent of the Planning Àuthority.
l{hiist normally sone illu-mination is permissible, the extent and method
that can be used will depend upon the location (and whether il is in a

conservation Àrea), and lhe design of the building and shop front (and
whether it is a Listed Buildinq).

Vhilsl generally there will be no problem for individual lelters and
logos to be internally illuminated or have halo background lighting, t,he
background to the sign should not be internalty Ílluminated. In
Conservation Àreas and with Listed Buiidings each case wiil be treated on
its individual, merits.

If illuminated e¡<ternally, care must be taken to ensure that the Iights
wiII not beco¡ne a safety hazard by blinding road users, nor should there
be a plethora of brackets supporting projecting lamps. À fluorescent
tube fixed along the top of the sign, suitabiy masked, can often provide
a simple, satisfact,ory solution.

Fluorescent tubes can be fixed above a fascia sign by being
incorporated into the capping.

ÀDVERTISING UPPER FL00R PREMISES. The use of upper floors for business
purposes can result in an over-abundance and clutter of signs on building
facades to the detriment of their character. To avoid undue clutter,
consideration shouid be given to advertising first floor premises by
using glass writÍng, such as the individual letteri.ng applied directly to
the window panes or etched glass.

HOÀRDINGS. Excepting limited advertising on forecourts and temporary
advertising on screening around constructj.on works, advertising hoardings
require the consent of the Planning Àuthority. The Planning Àulhority
will be Iooking for some positive benefit from the proposals if consent
is to be given.
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5.1

5.0 SECURITY

SECURITY GLÀSS. La¡ninated glass has a plastic Layer incorporated into
its construction and has the capacity to remain intact even when broken.
The use of this material will always be acceptabie j.n unlisted buiidings
and will not need Planning Permission. However, if the building ì.s
lisled, check with the Planning Departnent to see if Listed Buildinq
Consent is required
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Fig.15 Laminaled glass is
not normälly noticeable

5.2

Fig.16
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INTERNAL GRILLE. Open mesh ro1ler grilles can be fitted unobtrusi.¡eIy
behind the glass shop front t¡ith all the housings set into the fabric of
the buiiding. They wiIl always be acceptable in unlisted buildings and
wiIl noi need Planning Permission.
However, if the buitding is Iisted,
Listed Building Consent may be
required, check with Planning
Depar tment .

Internal open mesh
roller grilles can
be fitted discreetly
behind windows.
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Fig.17 Both rigid deurountable mesh panels and external rnesh roLler grilles
are more obtrusive than internål grilles and so ère less suited to
sensitive Locations such as Conservåtion Areas and on Listed
Bui ldinqs.
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q? EXTERNÀI GRILLE. External mesh roller grilles and rigid denountable ¡neshpanels are much more obtrusive than internal grilles and are thereforeless likely to be acceptable. rn conservation areas, prime shopping
äreas and in cases of 1Ísted buildings this type will generaliy not-beåcceptable across the entire shop front, although an exception may be
made for doorways which are the most vulnerable areà. outside the aboveareàs external nesh roller grilles r¡ili be considered. shutter box
housings should always be incorporated into the shop front, usually
behind lhe fascia. ÀlI external griiles wili requiie planning
Permi ss i on .
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Fig.18 Ëxternal shutter boxes are not acceptable

5'4 EXTERNÀL ROLLER SHUTTER. These are usually solid or slightly perforated.
They present a blank frontage with mininaL visual intereãt that detract
from the general quality of lhe shopping street. For this reason theywill only be acceptabie in exceptional circumstances eg. for a shop thatis an exceptionally high risk and is located on a non éensitive area.
They wiIl always require Pianning PermissÍon and where this is granted itis IÍkely to be conditionaL upon details such as suitable colour.
External rolIer shutters wiIl never be acceptable on listed buildings.

5'5 EXTERNÀL SOLID DEII0UNTÀBLE PÀì¡ELS. Same comflents as for 5.4 above.

Fig.19 External roller shutters, even with vision holes/s1ots are not
acceptable except in exceptional circu¡nstances in non-sensitive
Iocations where shutter boxes ¡nust be internal.
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Flg.20 Fuily glazed shop
fronts can be
vulnerable to ran
raiding.

5.6

Fig.21 Introducing stallrisers
which can be reinforced
makes shop fronts less
attractive to rain
ra iders .

Fiq.22 Muliions can be used to
reinforce shop fronts.

i¿

II{TRODUCTION 0F À SÎÀLLRISER. À stallriser is the soiid panel below the
shop window that was usual on traditional shop fronts. The nodern
version could be heavily reinforced behind a decorative panel to resist a
ram raid type attack. They wi 1l almost always be acceptable but r.¡i I I
require Planning PermissÍon and also Listed Building Consent if the
building is listed
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5.7 INTRODUCTION 0F I.ÍULLIONS VIÎHIN À SH0P FRONT. Mui lions are vertical

franing nembers that sub-divide a shop front. They have the benefit of
strengthening the glass by providing additional support and reducing the
cost of replacing broken glass by reducing its size. They wiII almost
always be acceptable in unlisted buildings but will require Planning
Permission and also Listed Building Consent if the buiiding is listed.
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6. CÀNOPTES

Canopies require planning permission, unless they constitute an
advertisement in which case they are treated as fascia signs controlled
under the Àdvertisement Regulations.

Canopies should be in keeping with, and appear as part of the design of
the building to which they are attached. They should not obscure the
shop front or architect,ural detail, nor should they be took obtrusive and
over-dominant in the street scene. Consequently, the cànopy should be
Iocated below the fascia and ¿void garish colours.

fn general, the traditional straight sloping blind which can be retracted
into a blind box will meet the above criteria, whilst the plastic quarter
sphere or cyiinder wiII not.

The use of retractable str¿ight sioping sun blincis h¿s Iong been an
important fealure of some traditional shop fronts and so where they
survive they shculd be retained.

Obviously any canopy needs to meet safety reguirements with adequate
headroom (2.3 m) and distance (1 m) from the carriageway or other
vehiculðr areås.

It wiil usually be possible to have some signing on the canopy provided
it is not done in too garish a manner.
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Fig.23 Traditional retractable
straight sloping blinds
are the preferred form
ol blind as shown on
the right hand shop of
the upper illustration.
Avoid fixed garish
pLastic round ended
canopies which hide
architectural detail
and l:he shop f ront.
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7. FORECOURTS

Yany prenises ha,¡e extensive f orecourts, lhe appearance of '"¡hich can have
a major effect on the overall street scene, and therefore they should not
be forgotten in any improvement proposals. Attractively laid out
forecourts wiII nake a positive contributj.on lo the propert,y.

Vhere shops have a forecourt, this should be well naintained and ideally
should be paved in materials that complement the paving materials in the
adjacent pavement. Large areas may need ,¿isually sub-dividing and
delineating by the use of contrasting materials such as brick paviors.

The use of forecourts, particulariy with èn attrâct.ive display, can add
significantiy to the appearance of lhe shop front and the vÍsuaI interest
and vitality of the street. Cäre should be taken to ensure that the
public tootpath is not obstructed or encroached upon and that lhere is
eàsy åccess to the shop.

It is permissible f or shopl:.eepers to display notices, signs or
adverlisements which conform to certain criteria specified in the Tov¡n
and Country Planning (Control. of Àdvert j.sements ) P.egulati.ons on their
forecourts. It i.s not, however, permissi.ble to display notices, signs or
advertiseinents on foolpaths, pavements or pedestrian areas which are
part of the public highway. Not only can such signs create visual
clutter, but also represent a serious hazard lo the physicaliy and
visual ly handicapped.

Shops and business premises, like dwellings, generate rubbish which
shoul.d be kept at lhe rear, Unfortunalely in some cases there is no rear
area where this can be kept out of sight. In such instances it v¿iiL be
necessäry to provide an äreà screened from general view, possibly on the
forecourt, within which any unsightJ.y mess can be contained. This might
be incorporated int,o a raised planter.

7.r

Substantial pieces of street furniture such as planters and bollards aLso
act, as a deterrent to would be ra¡n raiders. Their acceptabiiity wiil
depend upon the visual quality of the furniture proposed and how it r¡ould

relate to its surroundÍngs.

VEHICULÀR ÀCCESS AND CONTROL. Parking is often a
if left uncontrolled so that it is usuaLly better
rear. However, r,rhere j.t can only be at the f ront
<iefined with paving and bolLards, and be strongly
that il can support the vehicles that will use it

problem on forecourts
for it to be at the
it needs to be clearly
enough constructed so
r¿ithout being damaged.

E ir¡ .24
Btrllards and

planters should be
(,-o-ord i na led between
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ad jcining forecourt ow-ners



A co-ordj.nated approach to a parâde of shops is particuiarly important.
Planning Permissj.on flìay be required; check wi.th the Planning Department
whether your specific proposals wiil need consent.

7.2 BOILÀRDS ]N THE PUBTIC FOOTPÀTH. In the
absence of a private forecourt, some
shopkeepers have sought to have bollards
erected in the public footpath immediately in
front of their shop window to protect them from
ram raiders. This solutj.on, however, cðn
reduce the effecli.ve width of the footpath, is
another obstacle for the blind and partially
sighted and is usually visual clutter. Such
proposals reguire the consent of the City
Engineer but r¡i1I only be granted in
exceptional circumstances. It would normal Iy
be necessary to demonstrate that the shopkeeper
cannot adopt any of the olher measures above to
solve the problem himself/herseIf.

Fig.25 Bollards can cause obstruction to the
footway especially if it is narrow.

8. ÀCCESS FOR THE DISÀBLED

Vhen carrying out alterations or constructing nelr shop fronts it is
important that satisfactory access is provided for disabled people.

Steps should be avoi.ded where possible. A leve1 entrance into the shop
is preferred and should be taken into account when sighting the door. If
steps are unavoidable due to, for example the restricted size of the
premises, then these should be provided with a suitable handrail as
specified in pðrt M Building Regulations. Vhere steps are included then
step edges should be defined by a contrasting coloured strip.

Ramps are better than steps where differences in ievels are unavoidabie
and should normally be constructed to a gradient of 1 in 12. However a
reduction in this gradient down to about I in B may be acceptable
depending on circunstances. The surface of the ramp should be non-slip.

Door openings should provide a clear opening v¡idth of 0.8m. Àutomatic
doors are obviously most suitable for those with mobility problens,
however this is not always economically viable. Doors should be tight
weight and self closers should be adjusted so as they are easy to open as
well as providing draft exclusÍon. Vhere a door is fully glazed then it
should be defined by a motif or other visible indicator.

ÀI1 door furniture such as, bel1 pushes handles and letter boxes should
be no higher than one meter above floor level. Lever door handles are
preferred lo knob handles. Vhere possible they shouid be in a
contrasting colour to the door. Kick piates provide protection for the
door.

Surfaces should be smooth and non-slip. Mat wells should provide a
surface which is flush and non-trip. thresholds should be Ievel where
ever possible. 0ther types of weather protection such as weather bars
should be used.




